The 15TH Annual Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition

Oakland University
Rochester, Michigan
June 8TH - 11TH, 2006

Bluefield State College      Team: Anassa III
Bob Jones University       Team: Balthasar
California State University – Northridge Team: LinBot
Cedarville University      Team: Yellow Jacket III
DeVry Calgary              Team: Mercury
École de technologie supérieure Team: RS3
Georgia Institute of Technology Team: Candi
Hosei University           Team: Omnix 2007
Lawrence Technological University Team 1: Armadillo
Lawrence Technological University Team 2: H2Bot II
Oakland University         Team: Zeus
Rochester Institute of Technology Team: Overlord
Stony Brook University     Team: TNA
The City College of New York Team: BeaverBot
The College of New Jersey   Team: AMBER
Trinity College             Team: Q
University of Central Florida Team: Gamblore
University of Cincinnati    Team: Bearcat Cub
University of Delaware      Team: Warthog
University of Detroit Mercy Team: CAPACITOPS
University of Illinois – Chicago Team: Achilles
University of Massachusetts – Lowell Team: MCP
University of Michigan – Dearborn Team: Wolf
University of Minnesota – Twin Cities Team: AWESOM - O 2007
University of Missouri – Rolla Team 1: Aluminator
University of Missouri – Rolla Team 2: Stereo Opticon
University of Texas – Austin Team: BlastyRAS
University of Wisconsin – Madison Team: ReWIRED
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Team 1: Chimera
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Team 2: Johnny-5
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Team 3: Polaris